PERMISSION FORM FOR ENTRY INTO SP1523 ELEMENTARY SPANISH 1
Department of Humanities and Arts
Spanish Division

Student's Name: _______________________________________________________
(print)

Student's Signature: __________________________________

Student's ID Number:___________________________________________________

Is allowed into Elementary Spanish I in C term of ________________________ (year)

She/He has taken and passed ___________ years of Spanish prior to coming to WPI. The last time she/he took Spanish was ________________________________ (date).

She/He has ( ) / has not ( ) lived in a Spanish speaking-country and has ( ) / has not ( ) attended school where most subjects are taught in Spanish.

Approved by one of the following professors:

Ángel Rivera  ____________________________________________________________
(arivera@wpi.edu) Office: SL 016

or Ingrid Matos-Nin  ________________________________________________________
(imatos@wpi.edu) Office: SL05

or Margarita Halpine  ________________________________________________________
(mhalpine@wpi.edu) Office: SL013

Once you have gotten this document signed and followed the registration process, we advise that you e-mail all the professors named, indicating that you have been able to enroll in this course.

DISCLAIMER: This form is VALID ONLY IF seats are available or open at the time you go to register. Registration will happen on a first-come first-served basis.

WARNING: The population cap for this class is 25 students, and we offer only one section of it.

Updated by A. Rivera, 11/6/2003